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Abstract: One considers within the hydrodynamic approximation a three layer model is which both the surface layer and the 
bulk metal can sustain longitudinal fields, within the LWL one present explicit analytical results for 풅┴ (흎) ,  풅|| (흎) and for the 
ellipsometry parameters, which contain previous results of ABELES and LOPEZRIOS as special cases and may be useful for 
the interpretation of experimental data on metal films absorbed on metallic substrates. One discuss surface plasmons in terms of 
the response functions 풅┴ (흎) , 풅|| (흎), Especially the treatment of “multipole” surface plasmons yields some understanding of 
the frequency dependence of 풅┴ (흎) . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Boundary Conditions for the Asymptotic Fields 
One assume that far from the surface the exact electromagnetic fields reduce to transverse fields and compare the exact solution E 
(r) = E  (z) exp [ikxx- ωt)] of Maxwell’s equations in the whole space with a reference field defined by 
E0(z;a) = E<(z)ɵ(a-z) + E>(z)ɵ(z-a)                          (4.1) 
Where the transverse fields E<(z) and E>(z) are the extrapolations of the asymptotic limits of E(z) on the vacuum side and on the 
metal side, respectively, towards a plane z = a in the surface region. The reference field (4.1) together with the corresponding B0-
field and the displacement field. 
D0(z;a) = ε E<(z)ɵ(a-z) + ε E>(z)ɵ(z-a)            (4.2) 
is assumed to solve Maxwell’s equations with the local dielectric constants ε  in the halfspace z < a and ε  in the metallic halfspace 
Z > a. Here and in the following we assume the local approximation ε (k,ω) = ε (0,ω) = ε  to be sufficient for the bulk response 
of the metal to transverse waves. Furthermore we consider the slightly more general case that to the left of the surface we have a 
dielectric described by ε , rather than vacuum. 
Since the reference fields are determined by the asymptotic values of the exact field, the reference fields will in general not satisfy 
the standard matching conditions at the plane z=a. That means, the reference field is not the solution of the classical Fresnel problem 
with dielectric constants ε  and ε  in z < a and z > a, respectively. On the contrary, the reference field contains by definition the full 
information about the reflection and transmission properties of the nonlocal surface problem. Following APELL2, and more closely, 
recent work by KMPA and GERHARDTS we now derive the exact matching conditions for the reference field. 

To be specific, we consider first the case of p polarization and write the field in the dielectric in the form 

E (z) = −   E  (e − r e )            (4.3a) 

E (z) = −   E  (e − r e )            (4.3b) 

With E0 the amplitude of the incident field, r  the reflection amptitude and k + p = ε ω /c . The asymptotic transverse field 
inside the metal is written as  

E (z) = E e )                                      (4.4a) 

E (z) = − E e )                                      (4.4b) 

With k + p = ε ω /c . By construction of the reference field there exist ≥ values 휉 < a and 휉 < a (slightly) outside the surface 
region, so that the exact field agree practically with the reference fields, e.g. D(z) ≈ D0 (z;a), for z < 휉 < and z < 휉 . Since both the 
exact fields and the reference fields satisfy in the halfspace z > a and z < a Maxwell’s equations, although with different constitution 
equations, we can use 푉.퐷. =  ik D + D = 0 for both D(r) and D0 (r;a) to evaluate 
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∫ dz (D (z) − D (z; a)] = [D (a)−  D (a)]  

= ik  ∫ dz [D (z)−  D (z; a)]                             (4.5) 

where 퐷 (휉 ) =  D (휉 ; a) =  D (휉 ) has been taken into account. Adding the corresmenting integral over the interval ξ < 푧 < 푎, 
we obtain, since 퐷 (푧) is continuous at z=a, 
D (a)−  D (z)= -ik ∫ dz 퐷 (푧)  − D (z; a)]       (4.6) 

This matching condition for the asymptotic fields replaces the standard boundary condition "퐷 (푧) continuous”. 
A second matching condition for the asymptotic fields, corresponding to the standard boundary condition "E (푧)  continuous”, is 
obtained from Faraday’s Law ∇ x E =  −c ∂B/ ∂t i.e. ik E − E = iωB /c which yields for instance 

∫ 푑푧 E (푧) − E (ξ )− E (a)  

ik ∫ dz E (z) + i ξ B (ξ )− aB (a ) + ∫ dz (zD (z)                                                     (4.7)       
Here we have integrated by parts, using B = iωD /c, the x component of Amper’s law  ∇ x H =  −c ∂B/ ∂t. We now substract 
from (4.7) the corresponding expression for the reference fields and add the results to that obtained in the same way by integrating 
over the interval   ξ < 푧 < 푎. This yields the matching condition.  
Where the explicit boundary terms at z = ξ  and z = ξ  have cancelled according to the definition of the reference fields. The 
boundary terms ~a[B (a)− B (a)] have term included in the integral of (4.8) using ik B = iωD /c and (4.6). 
For a compact notation we define the following moments of “surface solutions” LWL. i.e. of differences between exact and 
reference fields : 
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